LAUNCH YEAR: WHAT TO EXPECT

August-October
PHASE I: IGNITION

**Measures of program success:**
- Solidify measurable goals.
- Monitor progress weekly.
- Evaluate success of changes.

**Parent and community communication:**
- Districts will provide consistent and coordinated communication to ensure students, families and community members remain informed and engaged throughout the launch year.

**Building culture:**
- Complete Building Culture Survey.

**Collaboration:**
- Participate in check-ins and Peer Network.

**Integration:**
- Integrate redesign goals and measures of program success into Kansas Education Systems Accreditation (KESA).

November-January
PHASE II: MAINTAIN TRAJECTORY

**Continue measures of program success.**

**Continue collaboration:**
- Host and participate in Learning Walks.

**Continue parent and community communication.**
- Demonstration site training.

**Demonstration sites open:**
- In January, all launch schools will become demonstration sites for other Kansas schools planning their own redesign efforts.

February-May
PHASE III: ORBIT BEGINS

**Continue measures of program success:**
- Continue weekly progress monitoring.
- Programs and learning strategies will be assessed and adjusted as needed for the next school year.
- Submit evidence of redesign program success into KESA.

**Building culture:**
- Complete Building Culture Survey.

**Continue collaboration.**
- Attend Kansans Can Symposium.

**Continue parent and community communication.**